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the market

Not long ago, the LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) market was undocumented and unreachable. Today, numerous research reports are clearly defining and validating the market. Gay media companies are providing local, national and
global reach into this market for the very first time. Marketing executives at Fortune 500 companies are recognizing the
opportunity and taking action.
Attitudes are changing. Gay Americans are more accepted in media, politics and boardrooms. As of today, 58% of Fortune
500 companies* offer domestic partner benefits. As acceptance grows, companies are successfully reaching out to gay customers by expanding the national advertising and direct marketing budgets that are directed toward this market niche.
Companies that recognize the value of niche marketing know that one of its many rewards is customer loyalty and retention. Becoming the premier “gay-friendly” company in a market category has proven to be a successful strategy for Absolut,
American Airlines, Bridgestone and Miller Brewing Company. These companies were first in their respective categories to
identify the value of the Gay American market, and have captured valuable market share at the expense of their competitors through successful long-term marketing programs.
Online marketing has become the foundation of most ROI-driven gay marketing programs. At PlanetOut Inc., we strive to
understand the economics of your business, and we work with you to deliver your desired results.
* Source: Human Rights Campaign
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demographics

“Gay people’s spending habits
make them prized customers.”
— The New York Times
E-Commerce Report – August 26, 2002

In the U.S., the buying power of approximately 15 million Gay
Americans is estimated to be $485 billion. While not necessarily wealthier than the general population, gay adults are less
likely to be parents. Therefore, they have more discretionary
income and more time for leisure activities.
Numerous studies establish that gay and lesbian consumers
(1) have higher affiliations with brands that advertise directly to
them; (2) are likely to actively seek out a brand that has advertised in gay media; and (3) are willing to pay more for products
from companies that are perceived to be gay-friendly.

fact #1: responsive
72% of gays and lesbians prefer to buy from companies that
advertise to them directly. [Source: Harris/Witeck-Combs]

fact #2: brand loyal
89% of gays and lesbians are highly likely to seek out brands
that advertise uniquely to them; the majority are willing to pay
a premium for quality products and services. [Source: Simmons]

fact #3: educated and career-minded
83% of Gay Americans have attended college or have graduated from college. [Source: @Plan]

The Internet continues to have a significant impact within the
gay community by empowering gays and lesbians from around
the world to connect and access information from the safety and
privacy of their own homes. Internet usage statistics clearly illustrate the power of this market. Gay Americans are 1.5 times more
likely to have high-speed Internet. [Source: Witeck-Combs/Harris
Interactive] Compared to the national average, this group is
twice as likely to shop online with a credit card, twice as likely
to shop online for vacation packages, three times more likely to
shop online for music and videos and five times more likely to
shop online for business technology. [Source: @Plan]

fact #4: status-conscience and style-conscience
Compared to the national average, Gay Americans are twice as
likely to own a prestige-luxury vehicle and four times more likely to shop at Neiman Marcus. [Source: @Plan]

Fortune 500 companies offering
domestic partner health benefits
1996

1999

2002

21

79

160+
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market

population
(in millions)

buying power
(in billions)

buying power
per capita

African American

36 M

$640 B

$17.8K

Gay American

15 M

$485 B

$27.3K

Hispanic American

37 M

$459 B

$12.4K

Asian American

12 M

$252 B

$21.0K

Data compiled from multiple sources including:
Selig Center, Witeck Combs and U.S. Census

Source: Human Rights Campaign
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our strengths
frequency and reach

“Businesses that ignore the gay community are

The PlanetOut network provides safe and secure personal
experiences for our members. In addition to offering access
to urbanites and people who are “out,” our properties also
reach closeted and geographically isolated Gay Americans
who previously had limited access to gay-inclusive media,
communities or services. Our membership is growing at a
rate of 6,000 new members a day. We reach over 25% of all
Gay Americans each month and 40% each quarter. [Source:
DoubleClick DART 30-day reach report assuming a total population of 15
million Gay Americans]

missing an opportunity. And online might be the
best way to reach the market.”
— Henry H. Harteveldt - Forrester

estimated online and
print advertising expenditures

6.0

period

Registered
Members
in Millions

1994-1996 1997-1999 2000-2002

average annual
advertising expenditure

$90M

$145M

$220M

Data compiled from multiple sources including:
Prime Access, Inc.; Rivendell Marketing
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“The Internet has been a blessing to gays and
.05

lesbians who want privacy — and a boon to
1999 2000 2001

2002

advertisers trying to reach them. So when
American Airlines decided to advertise on
Gay.com instead of OUT Magazine or any other
offline medium, it said something about the
Our members are active network participants. They interact.
They search. They research. According to iMedia Connection,
our members value our network and have made it an integral
part of their lives. In terms of average connection time per
member per month, our network is among the top 10 online
media properties in the U.S. The tremendous size and laser
focus of our audience makes our network the ideal media platform for reaching Gay Americans [Source: Nielsen/Net Ratings].
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effectiveness of the Net in speaking to a
sought-after group of customers that has been
notoriously difficult for advertisers to reach.”
— Fortune Magazine (2000)
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“ Our partnership with PlanetOut extends our

experience
PlanetOut is a leader in the global LGBT marketplace. We pioneered the practices of interactive advertising, direct marketing
and sponsorships through integration of brand messages including
contextually relevant sponsorships, micro-sites, promotions and
market research. Our programs are customized to successfully
deliver results. Our marketing partners include American Airlines,
Bridgestone, Diageo, DaimlerChrysler, HBO, IBM, Johnson &
Johnson, Merck, Verizon and Visa.

reach to a large and untapped consumer base
with a high level of discretionary income.”
— Bob Brisco, CEO, CarsDirect.com

approach

consultative
review of
advertiser’s
goals

PlanetOut has received numerous awards and industry accolades for quality content, services and business acumen, including a Smithsonian Medal; Yahoo! Internet Life’s Top Sites of
’98, ’99, ’00 and ’01; a Webby People’s Voice Award; and the
National Lesbian and Gay Journalistic Association’s Award of
Excellence in New Media.

campaign
extended and
renewed

customized
campaign
developed in
partnership

desired
results
achieved

campaign
designed,
integrated and
launched

ongoing
campaign
optimization
and reporting

“If there seems to be more gay marketing among
big companies online than in years past, it could
be partly the result of the shakeout within the
gay dot-com sector.
As in nearly every other online category, that
shakeout has produced a clear market leader — in
this case PlanetOut — that is now gaining financial
strength.”

Our philosophy is to surprise and delight our advertisers by
exceeding their expectations and providing best-in-class service and support. Our goal is to develop long-term, mutually
beneficial relationships with advertising agencies and our
clients. We work hand-in-hand with our advertisers to develop
effective marketing programs and we provide ongoing recommendations to optimize campaigns. At PlanetOut, a signed
insertion order is viewed as the beginning of a long-term relationship, not the end.

— Bob Tedeschi - August 26, 2002 - New York Times
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our solutions
PlanetOut provides advertisers with direct access to millions of gay customers. We serve as an intermediary between our
members and the businesses trying to reach them.
We have a thorough knowledge of our members and the ability to target messages to individuals based on the demographic and
usage information we have collected.
We develop custom tailored marketing programs for our advertisers to achieve a variety of business goals, including product positioning, product branding, direct sales, employee recruitment and research. Your marketing programs can include a
variety of elements, including content integration, contextual product placement, channel sponsorships, newsletter sponsorships, e-mail, direct mail and presence at offline events.

Big Box Ads

Banners

Skyscraper Ads

Sponsored
Content
Product Placement
Pop-Under

Sponsorship
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direct marketing
Every day we execute direct marketing programs to support
PlanetOut’s in-house e-commerce and premium services business
lines. We have become the leading experts in targeting offers to
Gay Americans and converting our members into paying customers. We know what it takes to turn an advertising impression
into a sale and how to convert a visitor into a customer.
Our database marketing tools allow us to deliver unique messages directly to specific customers. Unlike broadcast or print
advertising, our online marketing programs allow you to target
your message and your customer. Once you identify the characteristics or demographic profile of your target customers, we can find
them on our network. Many of our advertisers develop separate
creative for gay men and lesbians. Others develop messages that
are targeted by location, age or interests. A significant benefit of
direct marketing is that it is measurable. We can track response
rates and customer conversion using closed-loop reporting.
Direct-marketing solutions:
 E-mail marketing
 Chat room advertising
 Sweepstakes
 Events






Web-based marketing
Contests
Direct marketing
Sampling

Verizon integrated promotion on Gay.com

brand positioning
Gay Americans are very likely to actively seek out brands that
advertise directly to them. We can help you position your
brand within the gay market, expand awareness and create
community acceptance. We can conduct research before and
after a campaign to measure shifts in brand perceptions and a
user’s likelihood to try your product or conduct business with
your company.
Our advertisers realize that there has never been a better
time or an easier way to reach their best customers. They are
successful, again and again.
Branding solutions:
 Content channel sponsorships
 Content integration
 E-mail sponsorship
 Web advertising
 Micro-site development and hosting
 Research
 Print advertising
 Event marketing

Miller integrated content on PlanetOut.com
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